A-Z of Assessment (Post-Primary)
The A-Z of Assessment was compiled by the NIPT Associate Team in order to showcase the wide range of assessment
methodologies available to NQT’s to explore their students’ learning needs. It contains numerous examples of activities
and ideas for individual post-primary subjects, in alphabetical order that have been tried and tested in the classroom,
to support Assessment for Learning and Assessment of Learning. Assessment research indicates that an effective
AfL approach in teaching has a significant impact on AoL, i.e. on grades and scores.
When the classroom culture focuses on rewards, “gold stars’, grades or place-in-the-class ranking…pupils look for the ways to obtain
the best marks rather than at the needs of their learning which these marks ought to reflect….[W]here they have any choice, pupils
avoid difficult tasks. They also spend time and energy looking for clues to the ‘right answer’. Many are reluctant to ask questions out
of fear of failure. Pupils who encounter difficulties and poor results are led to believe that they lack ability, and this belief leads them
to attribute their difficulties to a defect in themselves about which they cannot do a great deal. So they ‘retire hurt’, avoid investing
effort in learning which could only lead to disappointment. - From “Inside the Black Box” (Black & William, 2001)1

Assessment is the process of gathering, recording, interpreting, using, and reporting information over time about a
child’s progress and achievement in developing knowledge, skills and attitudes. The need for good specific focused
feedback is a key skill to start with. A methodology such as scaling, featured extensively in the A-Z of subjects, will
facilitate the dialogue and feedback between student and teacher, and aid reflection in learning.
In guidelines issued in 2007, the NCCA2 make a distinction between Assessment of Learning (AoL) and Assessment for
Learning (AfL). AoL comprises the traditional form of assessment that generally involves assessing the pupil’s
performance at the end of a unit of work, or after a period of time, such as at the end of term, or end of year. Very
often the only feedback given on assessment performance is a score or grade. While this information can be very useful
to the teacher in planning how to progress with the individual pupil and the class as a whole, the benefit to the pupil of
a score or grade alone without supporting information on how to improve and progress, may be rather limited. On the
other hand Assessment for Learning (AfL) emphasises the role that the child can play in his/her own learning by
involving the child in deciding learning outcomes, helping them to identify progress, highlighting challenges, and
reflecting on ways to improve in the future. The ethos of AfL is an understanding that the pupil measures their progress
against previous attainments rather than against other pupils. AfL is a collaborative process between the teacher and
student and is at the heart of supporting the learning cycle described in the section above. Metacognitive skills are key
in supporting pupil’s own monitoring and evaluation of their work, in choosing where to improve and what to do to
reach their targets.
Good assessment and feedback practices clarify what good performance is with regard to goals, criteria and standards.
When high quality feedback is given, the information helps learners self-correct. It is essential that it is not EITHER/OR
for post primary with the issue of exams. Using AFL is a methodology that will assist in learning and assessment. It is an
on-going process that you use in classes that fosters eencouragement and positive motivational beliefs and selfesteem, ultimately helping teachers adapt teaching to student learning needs.
The NIPT is a cross-sectoral organisation and many of the methodologies included in the A-Z of Assessment are
common to both the primary and post-primary classroom, as a result they are flexible and open to interpretation and
adaptation within specific subject areas and at both junior and senior cycles.
What follows, has been used in the classroom, and are the sample subject A-Z resources that have been compiled to
date - sample A-Zs for other subjects are currently being developed. For a detailed A-Z of Assessment for your subject
please see the NQT/Post-Primary Resources section of the NIPT website.
We welcome feedback, suggestions, contributions and corrections as the materials are utilised by NQTs, teachers and
Mentors in the coming terms. We plan to develop these materials and would welcome your input.
All feedback should be emailed to: website@teacherinduction.ie
1
2

Black, P., & Wiliam, D. (1998b). Inside the Black Box: Raising standards through classroom assessment. London: School of Education, King's College.
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Examples for A-Z of ASSESSMENT
A

Aims of the lesson know to all students. What are the targets for learning?
Answer – teacher provides a series of answers and the students guess what’s the question

B

Bouncing answers around the class, to add value to the answer or to offer suggestions, this improves the initial
answer given- answer maybe bounced around 3 times , so 3 students get to add to answer

C

Comment only marking on students work - suggestions regarding improvement and praise for good work

D

Designing questions on the topics or tests. This is student based, group work- each group designs 5/6 questions
around a topic/chapter, each group shares questions and 5/6 are going to be used by the teacher in the class
test.

E
F
G

Examples of work, and non-examples also. Showing a range of work to give the student a point of reference
Feedback on where they are - Feedback Sandwich /Fishbone Graphic Tool
Graphic Organisers - such as a fishbone, concept map, ranking ladders etc.
Hurdle Help with activities - student is having difficulty answering a question,enough help is provided to help
student to answer it themselves, scaling can be used here as well

H

Homework choice and options - offering a menu ie a number of essay topics to choose from, negotiating a night
of the work for work to be submitted in full
Hands Down for Answers and Hands Up for Questions

I

Incorrect Answer Discussion - Innovation – how to Improve and develop an answer - a “D” grade answer is
given to the students (not a student’s answer) and the students are asked to improve it

J

Jigsaw Groups - This is a two layer group activity, class is divided into groups and each group is given a specific
task e.g. a certain poem, nutrient group etc. to research and explore, when that is complete one member from
each group forms a new group and that student then teaches the other members of the new group about the
poem, nutrient etc.

K

KWL - What I Know? Want to Know? Have Learned

L
M

Learning Criteria for using Rubrics
Learning Frames – 321/54321
Mid-Unit or Topic Assessment / Using might in Questions this allows the student to be wrong and also that
they don’t need to know all the answer
Mini White Boards

N
O
P
Q
©

Names - using name cards and picking from a hat to get answers it will increase engagement and focus as they
will not know when it will be their turn – names can be written on lollipop sticks, and if the name picked out
needs help “ phone a friend” concept a second stick is chosen
Observation / One Sentence Summary - outlining the main learning points of the lesson/chapter/paragraph
Peer Work - marking, progress, assessment, projects, prompting questions
Question Usage - using Bloom and question stems to assist the student in developing their thinking
Question Stems - see assessment booklet
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R

Review of Lesson by teacher and/or students scaling can be used here- What did we learn?
Scaling for Learning - using a defined scale from 1-10 such as understanding

S

Student marking of their own work or sample work
Self-Assessment
Traffic Lights - Red = lost, Amber = confused, Green = good, Thumb up, thumb down, or (horizontal) in the
middle.

T

Think Pair Share activities students think to themselves, then they share with a partner, wait time is important
in this activity to ensure each person is heard and has the opportunity to speak.
Thinking Hats - using individual or different hats to explore understanding, analysis, application, creativity,
evaluation

U

Understanding Scaling / Understanding Questions

V

Visualise - draw a picture of what the answer is- Storyboard work can be very effective here this is a form of
graphic organiser where images are displayed in a sequence similar to a carton strip or Para Picture, create
images to represent the text
Wait time - how long to wait allow the student time to think, process the question

W

WALT - We are Learning To….
WILF - What I’m Looking For….
What else… for use with scaling or other activities

X

Y

X -Ray - what is the skeleton of the idea or topic, what are the bones?
This can be used with a fishbone or key points to make connections
Yo-Yo - students are asked to write how they felt during/after the exam based on top (having the yo-yo in the
palm of your hand, ie you felt in control) middle (not fully in control but managed the exam), low (you felt it was
difficult).
The string of a yo-yo, which is always attached to your finger, highlights for the students that success is
achievable and even if they found the exam hard, they can pull themselves up.

Zebra Crossing - The questions will go in order of white, black, white, black, etc. White questions are lower order
questions, easier to answer and the black questions are higher order questions, more difficult to answer.

Z
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Students therefore know the format of the exam and can tackle it in a way that best suits their needs e.g. Some
may want to complete lower order questions first. It will allow students to see their progress as well.
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Examples of A-Z for Physical Education
A = Aims of the Lesson
Generally in PE the aims would be shared verbally due to the environment being a field or outside space
although if a gym is available there may be a small whiteboard to write the aims on. Alternatively if a
worksheet is being used they can be printed on the top of this.
B = Bouncing answers around the class
Teacher could ask the student what the best pass in basketball might be if you want the ball to travel a
long distance. The students can make suggestions and build on previous answers and then actually test
the answers given to return with their groups’ final answer based on practical testing/ throwing.
C = Comment only marking on students work
In orienteering, rather than purely giving a mark or time for completing the course the teacher could
observe the teamwork and comment on what was effective or not. Were teams splitting to cover points
or working together as a team to find each reference quickly? This learning is also relevant to success or
failure of the team and interrelates and complements the score achieved.
D = Designing questions on a topic
Get the students in dance to prepare and develop questions during a dance performance or
demonstration of another group, to identify what the key themes are, or to find the title of the dance.
E = Exemplars of work
Use video of gymnastics sequences to encourage students to scale the work for difficulty, creativity or
flow in order to reflect more in the preparation of their own routines.
F = Feedback on where they are
In a technical area such as discus throwing, get the students in pair work to highlight and share a
positive piece of feedback on technique such as, a good arm position. Follow this with an area of
improvement, better rotation of hips and finish with a final positive, good follow through in the throw.
The teacher can do the same in a more general way to the group as a whole.
G = Graphic Organisers
1. Sequence charts are great for the development of a technique. For example the sprint start can
be easily broken down into 5 sequential stages.
2. Raindrops are great for brainstorming a new balance in gymnastics but would need to be
adapted to allow more space for an actual drawing rather than words.
3. Ranking ladders are great for identifying rules that are more important than others for smooth
playing of a team game like soccer.
H = Hands down for Answers, hands up for Questions
When checking understanding of a drill such as taking short corners in hockey, encourage students to
ask rather than answer questions which clarify an issue for them, or check the understanding of others.
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I = Incorrect answer discussion
Use video to present three examples of a layup, in basketball. Ask students to discuss why one is more
effective than the other and to give a point on where the player might improve their shooting. Get
students to scale technique without seeing whether the shot is successful and then watch the outcome
and see if they were effective assessors of approach technique.
J = Jigsaw
Present 4 types of dance or dance styles for research. Each member of the group learns one step from
their selected dance (e.g. hip hop, ballet, break-dance), with members of other groups also preparing
that style. Students return to their group and teach their step to the other members and the other
group members do likewise. Students can then integrate the steps from different dance styles into a
routine or series of integrated steps.
K = KWL
In tennis get students to identify what they can do, would like to be able to do and have achieved
What I know
How to use forehand
How to hold the racquet

Want to know
How to volley
How to serve

Have Learned
That staying close to partner
makes volleying easier
That serving is an overhead
action

L = Learning frame
A valuable opportunity for peer assessment or self assessment where in swimming students decide in
pairs or individually what they aim to achieve in a six week swimming block
Must
Improve swimming fitness
Put face in water more
Use legs as well as arms

Should
Improve speed over water
Gain more water confidence
Better backstroke technique

Could
Begin work on diving
Learn some water safety
Swim a little under water

M = Mid Unit Assessment
Rather than always assess fitness levels at the beginning and end of a health related fitness block,
introduce a mid unit assessment so students can modify their work if they are not seeing improvement
in fitness or one element of fitness. E.g. if flexibility has not improved at all after three weeks stretching
work, introduce some more specific stretches or ply metrics mid unit to address this.
N = Names
Use names on lollipop sticks to ask questions. For example to see if students know the rules of tag
rugby, ask what happens if another player pulls your tag and you don’t release the ball and pull a stick to
find a student to answer. This would also work by pulling a number that corresponds to the bib number
a student is wearing. This is more practical for a sporting setting but a similar idea.
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O = Observation/One Sentence Summary
Get students to complete a sentence such as: drills are important in PE class to...compare answers to
identify the range of reasons for repeating a skill in different contexts.
P = Peer work
Get students to peer -assess using a PE Rubric listing statement relating to a skill, such as in a soccer
tournament where teams come on and off, they assess a classmates ability through observation by
ticking if they see;
 The player can control the ball with both feet
 The player can occasionally use their head to control the ball
 The player understands the concept of attack and defence
 The player attempts to score when near the goal
 The player passes the ball
Can be adapted and expanded for all areas of curriculum. Great for those with no gear to be involved
also.
Q = Question usage
Rather than always explain what happens if a student has an incorrect grip on a racquet, chooses the
wrong pass, is unable to turn quickly etc through demonstration or explanation, ask the students the
questions and send them to find the answers practically. Even better set them the task of coming up
with what if... questions and then going off answering them. This is suitable for all PE activities.
R = Review of lesson
Finish lesson using scaling. Students orally share with a partner:
Today in rounder’s on a scale of 1-10 my confidence in batting was... Or my judgement in fielding was...I
can improve next class by working on...
S = Scaling for learning
On a scale of 1-10 my understanding of the principles of attack and defence is...
On a scale of 1-10 my understanding of the offside rule in soccer is...
On a scale of 1-10 my understanding of the cartwheel technique is...
T = Traffic lights
 Students think, pair, and share whether they have a red, amber, or green light based on their
confidence in a certain skill.
 They may be a green in soloing in hurling because they can repeatedly move at speed with the
ball on their hurl
 They may be an amber at rising as they are not consistent at completing the free
 They may be a red at blocking as they as unwilling to get very close to another player for fear of
being hurt.
Thinking about these things help students realise where and how they might improve.
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U = Understanding scaling question
covered above
V = Visualise
Use image cards in gymnastics to show balances rather than demonstrate or describe them. Get
students to draw and develop new balances and present them visually.
W = Wait time
A challenge in a practical subject, it’s important to allow time for answering. This can be addressed by
using question sheets at intervals of rest to present questions or pose questions. When students need a
breather and are keen to stop and think while catching their breath often works.
X = Xray
Use a fishbone to make connections between sports. For example comparing net games like tennis and
badminton for similarities and differences or discus, shot and javelin with each other for common
technical points, rotating hips etc.
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